
Year 4 Homework

Reading
Drop it for 10! Try and read for 10 minutes with an adult at home on at 

least 3 occasions this week. Record your reading in your reading log. We 
would like you to use Boomreader for this, however, you are welcome to 

continue to use your paper one if there are any problems. Please aim to 
have your paper reading record in school on a Wednesday for checking.

English
This week, you are completing English Homework

Complete pages 26 and 27 of the English homework books- 
‘Structure in non-fiction 1’.

This is due on Wednesday 29th November, and will be marked in school.

Maths
Maths homework- Complete the listed sections set on MathsFlex:

Block 4 ‘multiplication and division A’ 
-Check-in: multiplication and division step 7 to 9

-Multiply and divide by 6
-6 times-table and division facts

Timestables:

Log in to play TTRS at least once this week to earn points for your class. 
Please encourage your child to practice times tables as much as 

possible! Each child has been given a timestable booklet based on a 

specific timestable- this is to practice both fact recall and fluency.

Spelling
Please find this week’s spelling sheets attached with this week’s spelling 

challenge. 



Year 4 Spellings
Focus:

You should practise your spellings at least 3 times a week on 3 different days. Some of the 
words on your test will NOT be on this list, so be sure to think about the spelling rule we are 

looking at.

Spelling focus:  “statutory spelling” 

Look, cover, write, check:

Word Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3

believing

building

forgotten

forgetting

surprised

surprising

December

Wednesday

Date:

Score:

Write the words out in alphabetical order

English Homework: Complete pages 26 and 27 of the English homework books-
‘Structure in non-fiction 1’. Please complete challenges 1 and 2. Challenge 3 is a 

bonus challenge.

Maths homework- Complete the listed sections of 
Block 4 ‘multiplication and division A’ set on MathsFlex:

-Check-in: multiplication and division step 7 to 9

-Multiply and divide by 6
-6 times-table and division facts

Timestables booklets have also been sent home so we would recommend daily 
practise to help you learn your number facts. We are now working to a 3 minute time.



Year 4 Spellings
Focus:

You should practise your spellings at least 3 times a week on 3 different days. Some of the 
words on your test will NOT be on this list, so be sure to think about the spelling rule we are 

looking at.

Spelling focus:  “statutory spelling” 

Look, cover, write, check:

Write the words out in alphabetical order

Word Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3

believing

building

forgotten

forgetting

surprised

surprising

Date:

Score:

English Homework: Complete pages 26 and 27 of the English homework books-
‘Structure in non-fiction 1’. Please complete challenges 1 and 2. Challenge 3 is a 

bonus challenge.

Maths homework- Complete the listed sections of 
Block 4 ‘multiplication and division A’ set on MathsFlex:

-Check-in: multiplication and division step 7 to 9

-Multiply and divide by 6
-6 times-table and division facts

Timestables booklets have also been sent home so we would recommend daily 
practise to help you learn your number facts. We are now working to a 3 minute time.



Year 4 Spellings
Focus:

You should practise your spellings at least 3 times a week on 3 different days. Some of the 
words on your test will NOT be on this list, so be sure to think about the spelling rule we are 

looking at.

Spelling focus:  “common exception words” 

Look, cover, write, check:

Write the words out in alphabetical order

Word Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3

taken

taking

like

liking

jumped

jumping

Date:

Score:

English Homework: Complete pages 26 and 27 of the English homework 
books- ‘Structure in non-fiction 1’. Please complete challenges 1 and 2. Challenge 

3 is a bonus challenge.

Maths homework- Complete the listed sections of 
Block 4 ‘multiplication and division A’ set on MathsFlex:

-Check-in: multiplication and division step 7 to 9

-Multiply and divide by 6
-6 times-table and division facts

Timestables booklets have also been sent home so we would recommend daily 
practise to help you learn your number facts. We are now working to a 3 minute 

time.
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